


Peer-to-peer payment apps have transformed how people send money  
to each other, yet most businesses seem to be missing out. 

Paper just doesn't cut it anymore.

Even as consumer payments  
rapidly move online, small  
businesses are still paying 

80% 
Goldman Sachs 

of invoices with paper checks. 



Introducing Bento Pay
Simplified digital payments for business

TM

Imagine always paying your business  

invoices digitally, in real time, with the  

same speed and convenience that  

today’s consumer apps provide. 

 

Imagine paying any of your suppliers  

with just their email address. 

 

That’s the genius of Bento Pay. No  

more hard-to-track paper checks, risky  

exchanges of sensitive payment  

information, and tedious handling of  

all the different ways you have to pay. 

Know where your money is going.   
Send, track and manage all digital  

payments and payees for your business  

in real time, from your Bento account.  

Authorize which admins can or cannot  

do the same. 

 
Keep your business running, safely.  
Payment is prompt and hassle-free for  

both sides, and does not require any  

exchange of confidential banking  

information. Your suppliers will find it  

easy to keep doing business with you! 
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Paying and getting paid can be as simple as  
a few clicks online. 

The simplicity of  
modern consumer  

payments 

+
Enterprise-grade  

security 

+
Powerful controls

=
The best way for your  
business to pay other  

businesses digitally 



1. Send

Your payee receives an email that takes them to a secure page where they can  

review, accept or decline your payment, and choose how they prefer to be paid: 

       Get a one-time-use virtual card  //  Deposit directly into their bank account 

2. Receive

From your Bento account, send a payment via Bento Pay with just the payee’s  

email address. 

       No need to ask for their payment preference or bank account number. 

3. Voilà! Payment Complete
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Amazingly easy. 
Built for your business. 
Send a digital payment to any supplier from your Bento account,  
using just their email address. 

.....
.....



Pay using just the  

payee’s email address 

 

Send and receive  

payments instantly 

 

Create and track all  

payments in one place 
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Easy 

"

Flexible Secure
Works for any business,  

no matter their digital  

payment preference 

 

Pay and get paid the way  

you prefer 

 

No complex setup  

needed 

 

Eliminate unreliable and  

hard-to-track paper checks 

 

Tight control over when and  

how much to pay 

 

No need to exchange  

sensitive info at any point 

 

Bento Pay brings the convenience and speed of peer-to-peer  
payments to small and mid-sized businesses, giving them the  
freedom and flexibility to modernize how they pay suppliers. 

Jeff Pomeroy, VP of Product 
Bento for Business 

"
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Using Bento Pay, managing vendor  

payments is a breeze. When it’s time  

to pay, All Brides simply needs to  

confirm which email address to  

send the payment to. Then, it only  

takes a few clicks to send it out to  

the right vendor. 

 

All Brides, 
a wedding events management  

company, is looking forward to  

a client’s big day and working  

with a long list of vendors:  

caterer, florist, photographers,  

DJ, hair and make-up artists...  

just to name a few. 

 

Company names for illustrative purposes only.

Avoids the stress of missing  

payments and lost checks 

 

Saves time and headaches since  

Bento Pay works for all vendors 

 

Easily downloads payment  

reports, when needed 
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Using Bento Pay, Modern Homes  

keeps both their suppliers and  

employees happy and productive. In  

Modern Homes’ Bento account, the  

finance manager saves a list of  

supplier payees with verified email  

addresses, and is ready to pay any  

of them on time, securely, without a  

lot of overhead. 

a construction company, works  

with many suppliers. It’s time- 

consuming and unsafe to  

manage sensitive payment  

details from multiple  

contractors and suppliers,  

online and offline. 

Modern Homes, 

Company names for illustrative purposes only.

Streamlines workflow for  

everyone involved 

 

Easily accommodates more  

urgent payment needs 

 

Avoids delays and accounting  

oversight 



Bento Pay tackles the problem of supplier  
enablement that plagues so many  

businesses today. We’re helping Bento  
customers move away from complex,  

fragmented workflows towards a solution  
that is flexible and secure. 

Farhan Ahmad, Co-Founder and CEO 
Bento for Business 

"
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Using Bento Pay, the KBS team  

handles all payments while keeping  

each other informed, avoiding costly  

mistakes and administrative  

overhead. KBS Co., 
a professional services firm,  

recently moved to a new office.  

With so many installations and  

purchases happening, the KBS  

team of admins find themselves  

having to pay businesses large  

and small, some of which don’t  

take cards. 

Company names for illustrative purposes only.

Pays all vendors using one  

method 

 

Shares a real-time dashboard  

on payment history and status 

 

Ensures payment options and  

execution are done by  

authorized team members 

 



" By saving us hours of manual expense management every day, Bento significantly  
improved our quality of work life. We realized savings almost immediately—nearly  

$30,000, in fact—in just the first six months of using Bento! 
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415.549.3724

Precision Facility Services, a Bento customer

Ready to 
learn more? 

Bento Pay is built into the Bento for Business financial operating  

platform, which provides the control and visibility you need to manage  

business payments, spending and expenses in one central place. 

 

In addition to Bento Pay, Bento offers a full range of payment options  

including direct ACH transfers, corporate debit cards and virtual cards. 

 

Bento is easy to set up and use. Try it for free and see why we're  

helping thousands of businesses protect their cash, automate financial  

workflows and achieve better revenue. 

Call today 
to schedule a  
personalized  
demo! 

It's more than just payments.

"



www.bentoforbusiness.com 
866.220.8455 
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